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It is shown that for certain compactifications of a connected commutative 
algebraic group G in P, the translations by points g of G can be described com- 
pletely by quadratic forms in such a way, that the forms depend holomorphically 
on g. This implies that some zero estimates in transcendence theory are effective. 
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1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let G denote a connected commutative algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field k of arbitrary characteristic. Then there is a uni- 
quely determined exact sequence 
O+H-G”,A+O, (1) 
where H is a connected linear group and A an abelian variety over k. Let 
R denote a projective H-equivariant compactification of H. Since G is a 
principal libre bundle with group H over A, the induced libre bundle 
G= G x H R is a projective G-equivariant compactification of G. The 
induced action (T: G x G -+ G of G on G extends the addition map on G. For 
a given (closed) point g E G the composition 
t,: Gr{g}xG--S-,G 
is called the translation of G by g. If U = Spec(R) is any nonempty affine 
open set of G, the map 
(p,o): UxG-tUxG (p denoting the first projection) 
parametrizes the translations on G by all points g E U. We call this map the 
family of translations on G parametrized by U. 
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Suppose now that i: Gq P, is a projective embed 
open affine set, I/ c U x G open nonempty, and n b 1 
We say that the family (p, CT): U x G + U x @ can 
f~rrns of degree n, if there are polynomials fO,..., J,,E 
homogeneous of degree n, such that for every (u, x) E V we have 
the notation f r(x) means that the point u is inserted in the coeffci 
and the point x taken as usual instead of the variables X0,..., XN. 
say moreover that (p, c): U x c!? -+ U x G can be described completely by 
forms of degree n if there is an open covering v,; id) of ux G Such that 
for every i E I the family (p, 0) can be describe on V, by forms of degree yi 
j-b ,... ~ fir E R[X(+, A-,] as above. One may ask for which numbers n there 
exist such systems of forms. 
Remark (a). IfSO,..., & E R[X,,..., X,] describe the morphism (p,u) on 
VC UxG and if UE U is a fixed point with {u) x G-n V#@, then the 
forms f ;I?..., f “, describe the translation by u in G locally in the sense of [ 
There it was shown that under some mild hypothesis on the ern~e~~i~~ 
translation by u in G can be described completely by quadratic forms. This 
ent for the applications to the zero lemma of tholz (cf. [8] 
emarque (a)]). To make the zero lemma QE Ph on effective a 
is needed (cf. [l, p. 61 and [7, Sect. 4.13 ) namely that the coef- 
ficients of the polynomials describing the translation by u in G den 
bo~omo~~~ically on U. It is the aim of the present note to deal with 
question. The main result is: 
THEOREMS. Lef G 4 P, be an H-equivcriant projectively normal 
embedding and x0 E G a given point. Then there is an open neighborhood U oj 
x0 such that the jhmily of translations 
(p,ci): uxG+uxG 
can be described completely by quadratic forms. 
Remarks. (b) The theorem may be considered as a common 
generalization of the existence of addition laws for abelian varieties of 
bidegree (2, 3) (cf. [S]) and the description of transYations of arbitrary 
commutative algebraic groups by quadratic forms (cf. [4]). 
main ingredient of the proof is just the result on abelian varieties. (cf. proo 
of Lemma 3 in Sect. 2). 
(c) One cannot expect a bihomogeneous gene~aIi~atio~ of the 
addition laws (in the sense of [S]) to arbitrary commutative aIgebraic 
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groups, since in general the map 6: G x G -+ G does not extend to a 
morphism G x G -+ G. However, since G x GE P, x P,, the coefficients of 
the polynomials fi describing the family of translations (p, CT) locally may 
be considered as rational functions in the homogeneous coordinates 
T o,..., TN of the first P,. It is obvious that after eventually passing to 
smaller defining open sets Vi we may assume that the coefficients of they; 
are homogeneous polynomials in TO,..., T, (even of the same degree, but 
note that a priori we cannot say anything about this degree). Hence we get 
the following corollary, which is in fact just the result needed in transcen- 
dence theory (cf. [l, I, Sect. 2, (a), p. 61 or [7, Sect. 41). 
COROLLARY. Let G 4 P, be an H-equivariant projectively normal embed- 
ding. Then there is an open affine covering ( Vi)iE I of G x G and for every i E I 
there are polynomials f b ,..., f L E k[ TO ,..., T,,; X0 ,..., TN] homogeneous in 
T II,..., T, and homogeneous of degree 2 in X0,..., X,, such that for every 
(g,x)EVi we have 
For the proof it has to be noted only that CT = q. (p, 0) and that the projec- 
tion q onto the second factor of G x G can be described by linear forms. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let G 4 ’ P, denote an H-equivariant projectively normal embedding 
and L = i*O,,( 1) E Pit(G) the associated line bundle. Let us start with an 
arbitrary open afline neighborhood U= Spec(R) of x0. If q: U x G -+ G 
denotes the projection, then the embedding U x G 4 pi := U x P, is given 
by the complete linear system associated to the line bundle 9 = q*L. 
LEMMA 1. For every n 3 1 the canonical map 
I), : Ho( IPE, O,;(n)) + Ho( U x G, -YE) 
is surjective. 
ProoJ: Since L yields a projectively normal embdding, the canonical 
map 
(P?l: ff?P,, @,,(n)) + ffYG L”) 
is surjective. From the Kiinneth formula we get canonical isomorphisms 
ffWi, Qd$n)) = @(Ux p,, ~,O o,,(n)) 
= R OffOP,, G,(n)) 
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and 
and the map in question $, identifies with 
id@qp,: R@@(P’,, LoPN(n))+ 
The following lemma translates the statement of the theorem into terms of 
the line bundle 2. 
EEMMA 2. Let the notations be as above. Then the family of tra~s~at~o~s 
(p, CT): ti x G + U x G can be described completely by forms of degree n, q 
and mEy if the sheaf ( p, G)*Y ~ 1 0 9’ on U x G is generated by its global 
sections. 
ProoJ For the proof of the “if’ part of the lemma let (U, X) E U x G and 
CI E P( U x G, (p, a)*2 ~ ’ Q Zn) be a section not vanishing at (zi, 2). Since 
9 is a line bundle and a # 0, a gives an injection 
Consider the diagram : 
Since (p, a): U x G + U x G is an isomorphism, the corn 
is induced by the complete linear system I(p, o)*Tl and we have 
(UXG, (p,a)*Lq~P(UxG,~)= 
(Ux G, (p, q)*Z) is a free R-module of rank N+ 1. Let so,..., sAJ 
e a basis of IP( Ux G, (p, cr)*T). Since $n is surjective according to 
Lemma 1, we may consider theft= CI(S~) for i=O,..., N as forms of degree n 
in IV+ 1 variables. If V c U x G is an open dense set such that cx has no 
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zero on V, then the rational map (p, i) . (p, c): U x G -+ Pi is defined on V 
and is for all (u, x) E I/ given as 
which proves the if part of Lemma 2. We omit the proof of the converse, 
since it is not needed for the proof of the theorem. 
According to Lemma 2 the theorem is a consequence of 
LEMMA 3. For every x0 E G there is a neighborhood U in G, such that 
(p, o)*_Y 0 Y2 is generated by its global sections on U x G. 
Proof Since the embedding G 4’ P N is H-equivariant, the line bundle 
L = i*O,,( 1) is H-linear, i.e., H acts on L in a way compatible with the 
action of H on G. According to [3], Theorem 2.1 there is an H-linear line 
bundle A4 on the closure Z7 of H in G and a line bundle N on A such that 
where rrn: G -+ A denotes the canonical projection and fi = G x H M is the 
line bundle on G induced by M. Since M is H-linear, ff is G-linear. In 
particular we have 
for every g E G. From the Seesaw-Theorem (cf. [6, p. 541) we get that there 
is a line bundle P on G such that 
Here p and q denote the projections of G x I? onto its factors G and G. Let 
U, be a neighborhood of x0 in G such that PI U, N Lo,, and hence 
o*fi 2: q*l@ on U, xG. 
It follows that on U, x ~7 we have 
(p, a)*9-‘@T*=o*L-l@q*L* 
=o*&-’ @ o*n*N-’ @ q*i@* @ q*z*N2 
2: (r*z*N-’ @ q*z*N* @ q*fi 
= (z x z)*(m*N-’ 0 j*N2) 0 q*& 
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enotes the addition map and 4 the second rejection on A x 
such that we have the commutative diagrams: 
Since L is very ample, so are A4 and N. It follows that fi and hence q*h? 
are generated by its global sections (cf. [2, Lemma 1.31). It suffices to show 
at there is a neighbourhood W of x(x,) in A n x(U,) such that 
m*N-‘Qq*N’ is eff ec we on Wx A, since then (n x rr)*(m*N-’ @ci;*N’) t’ 
is effective on C’(W) x G and consequently (p, o)*LC’ 0 A’2 = 
(5~ x z-c)*(m*W” 0 q*N’)@ q*fi is generated by its global sections on 
UxGwith U=T-p’(W)~U,. 
But according to [S], Proposition 2.3 the line bundle 
m*N-’ Q p*N3 Q @“IV2 
is ample and hence effective (since A x A is an abelian variety). So choose 
c A such that Nl W N 6,, then 
m*N-‘@q*N21 Wx A ‘v m*iT’ @ p*N3 @ ij*N* / Wx A 
is effective on W x A, which completes the proof oif Lemma 3 and thus of 
the theorem. 
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